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Abstract—We study device-to-device (D2D) enabled hierarchi-
cal cellular networks consisting of a macro base station (BS), a
dense network of access nodes (ANs) and mobile users, where
spectrum is shared between cellular traffic and D2D traffic.
Further, (the receivers of) mobile users dynamically time-share
between the cellular and D2D networks. We develop algorithms
for channel allocation and mobile-user receiver mode selection
(choosing which network to participate in) with the objectives of
minimizing delay for cellular traffic, and capacity maximization
for D2D traffic. Our proposed solution takes advantage of the
unique features offered by large and densified cellular networks
such as multi-point connectivity, channel diversity, spatial reuse
and load distribution.

Given a BS-to-mobile delay requirement of d + 1 time-slots,
we show that by appropriately scheduling channels and receiver
modes, we can (with exponentially high probability) guarantee
that cellular traffic reaches its intended destination within d time-
slots. By leveraging spatial channel reuse, we show that this is
achieved by utilizing a vanishingly small fraction of the available
spatial capacity. Further, in the presence of delay-constrained
cellular traffic, our scheduling algorithm guarantees D2D traffic
can achieve rates within a (1 − 1

d
) factor of the corresponding

achievable rates without cellular traffic.
Index Terms—D2D, resource allocation, channel scheduling,

receiver mode, network densification

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rise in demand for data services, there have
been ongoing efforts to incorporate device-to-device (D2D)
enabled devices in the cellular architecture. This combina-
tion of D2D communication and cellular infrastructure can
potentially achieve high data rates through efficient spectrum
utilization while availing the benefits offered by the cellular
infrastructure for synchronization, peer discovery and other
control purposes. D2D technology is especially anticipated
to support the evolving demand for proximity based services
which require peer-to-peer communication between nearby
devices [1].

Although introducing D2D technology into the cellular
network promises remarkable capacity gains and support for
novel commercial applications, it brings with it new challenges
in the design of network architecture and resource allocation
policies. With D2D traffic sharing channel resources with
conventional cellular traffic, a poorly designed architecture
could potentially disrupt the long-standing performance es-
tablished in cellular networks. One of the outstanding issues
in this context is that of spectrum sharing for cellular and
D2D traffic. While statically partitioning spectrum between

cellular and D2D communication is a simple method to
manage interference, using the entire spectrum on a shared
basis through dynamic frequency allocation can substantially
increase spectral efficiency. The second scheduling difficulty
arises because each mobile node receives data either from the
base station (cellular mode) or from a peer node (D2D mode).
Thus, for each time-slot, one needs to decide if a mobile user
is going to be part of the cellular network or part of the D2D
network – we term this scheduling decision as mobile user
receiver mode selection.

In this paper, we consider the above problems of resource
allocation (spectrum sharing and receiver mode selection) in a
densfied cellular network with a single base station (macro
cell) and multiple access nodes (small cells). Specifically,
we consider an OFDMA-based network with the base station
(BS), access nodes (ANs) and user devices sharing the same
spectrum resources. Users act as destination for both cellular
traffic and D2D traffic with the cellular flows having latency
constraints. In this setting, we propose allocation policies
suitable for dense networks with large number of small cells
and users and the total bandwidth scaling with number of
users. Our framework also incorporates user mobility which
could play an important role in a densified network.

A. Related Work

There is a rich history of research on spatial link scheduling
for wireless networks. These include maximal matching algo-
rithms [2], [3], [4], contention based scheduling algorithms
[5], [6] for different interference models such as graph-based
and SIR-based models. For a detailed discussion on various
scheduling algorithms under different channel models, please
refer to [7].

More recently, the problem of resource allocation has
been studied from the perspective of D2D-enabled cellular
networks. Various models and design approaches have been
adopted. [8], [9] model the D2D network using stochastic
geometry and consider the problem of resource optimization
from the PHY layer perspective. In [10], the authors model
the problem of spectrum allocation as an optimization problem
with the objective of maximizing spatial reuse. [11] proposes a
centralized graph theoretic approach for channel allocation and
a distributed game-theoretic approach for power allocation.
[12] recommends dividing the cell into disjoint spatial zones
and dedicating a fraction exclusively for D2D communication.



A majority of these solutions prescribe opportunistic access
of resources for D2D traffic through spatial reuse. However,
prior studies on resource allocation for D2D traffic do not
consider the densified network setting with multiple small
cells. Moreover, none investigate the performance of allocation
algorithms with increasing network size. However, there has
been some recent research on resource allocation algorithms
for conventional cellular traffic in densified networks [13],
[14], [15].

Our model of the densified network closely follows that pro-
posed in [15], where it is shown that features like multipoint
connectivity (user simultaneously connected to multiple ANs)
and AN-to-AN communication can be exploited to ensure
throughput optimality and good delay performance for mobile
users.

B. Contributions
In this work, we propose a resource allocation framework

for a D2D-enabled cellular network in which users have two
types of downlink traffic – conventional cellular traffic and
single-hop D2D traffic. We consider dynamic sharing of the
spectrum among the D2D links, ANs and the BS. Analytical
results show some interesting performance benefits of the
proposed solution in the dense setting.

Low Spectrum Usage at Access Nodes: We show that
with some minimal coordination between the BS and the ANs
for channel usage, a small fraction of the spectrum (o(n) out
of a total n channels) is sufficient for communication at AN
level (both among the ANs and from AN to user) to ensure
throughput optimality and good delay performance for cellular
flows. Specifically, we show that if the cellular traffic has a
delay constraint of d + 1 time slots, then all packet arrivals
for all users in any time slot reach their destination within
d + 1 time with exponentially high probability. In addition,
we show a positive rate function for the buffer overflow event
for queues at the BS and the ANs. This is possible due to
the diversity of channel across transmitter-receiver pairs, high
degree of spatial reuse of the spectrum and load distribution
across the ANs in densified networks.

High Spectral Efficiency for D2D: We show that reuse
of the spectrum by the BS and D2D links combined with
load distribution enables usage of a large fraction of the
spectrum (n − o(n) out of n channels) to D2D links with
high probability.

Receiver Access for D2D: We propose a scheduling pol-
icy which seeks to maximize the receiver time obtained by the
D2D flows while giving sufficient priority to delay sensitive
cellular flows. We show that the D2D flow for the user can be
allocated all except 1

d fraction of the time slots. Let C0(T, ñ)
denote the capacity region in T time slots for D2D flows in a
network without cellular traffic and with ñ channels. We show
that the capacity region Cd(T, n) with n channels in presence
of cellular traffic includes

(
1− 1

d

)
C0(T, n− o(n))− o(1).

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an OFDMA-based, D2D-enabled cellular net-
work. As in [15], the cellular network has a hierarchical

structure with base-station providing coverage at the macro
level and a dense deployment of access-nodes (small cells)
providing short-range coverage. The network has a single base-
station, n users, and M access nodes with M ∼ poly(n). The
system has n OFDM channels for communication.

Mobile users in the network act as destination for two types
of downlink traffic – conventional cellular traffic and D2D
traffic. Cellular traffic for all users arrive at the BS which then
delivers them to the users either directly or through ANs acting
as relays. On the other hand, D2D communication occurs with
some transmitter device that is close to the user at all times.
We assume that this communication is single hop and that the
D2D link corresponding to each user moves along with the
user. For each user, cellular and D2D arrivals are assumed to
be independent of each other. Cellular traffic is delay sensitive
– a packet that arrives at the BS at time t should reach the
user at the beginning of time t + d + 1. For simplicity, we
assume that the delay requirement is the same for all users.
Each packet is to be delivered to the destination irrespective
of whether the delay requirement is met or not. All users’
receivers are subject to orthogonal access, i.e., at any time a
user’s device can act as a receiver for either cellular traffic or
D2D traffic but not both.

Other details about the model are given below.

A. AN-AN Connectivity

An AN can communicate with other nearby ANs and for-
ward users’ packets to them. Let Vm be the set of neighboring
ANs that AN m can reliably communicate with.

B. AN-AN Interference

Simultaneous transmission by multiple nearby ANs on
the same channel could cause interference at the intended
receivers. We adopt a simple graph based interference model to
characterize interference relationship between various nodes.
We assume that receivers are likely to be close to their
corresponding transmitters, and thereby model interference
using an undirected graph on a vertex set consisting of all
ANs as transmitters. An edge between two ANs implies
that simultaneous transmission on the same channel by the
two ANs could lead to failure in delivery of the packets
at the intended receivers. Analogously, absence of an edge
indicates successful reception at both the receivers. Under
this interference model, let Im denote the set of ANs that
interfere with AN m. We make the following assumption that
this interference set can be at most polynomial in the network
size. This bound on the interference set enables spatial reuse
of frequency spectrum.
M.1 There exists a constant ν1 ∈ (0, 1) such that for any

m ∈ [M ], |Im| ≤ nν1 .
M.2 In addition, we also assume that the interference set

contains the neighborhood set, i.e., Im ⊇ Vm ∀m ∈ [M ].

C. User Mobility

We use a general model for user mobility which allows
changes in users’ association with ANs in consecutive time



slots. Multipoint connectivity enables users to connect to
multiple ANs simultaneously. For any user u, we denote by
Mu(t) the set of ANs that the user is connected to in time
slot t.
M.3 We assume that every user is connected to log n ANs,

i.e., at any time t, |Mu(t)| ≥ log n.
M.4 In addition, (Mu(t))u∈[n] is an irreducible aperiodic

positive recurrent DTMC.
We also make the following assumptions about users’

mobility pattern. Let Um(t) denote the set of users connected
to AN m at time t. In a dense network with a large number
of ANs, it is unlikely that a very large number of users are
connected to any single AN. Specifically, we assume that, with
exponentially high probability, the number of users that are
connected to each AN in any time slot is no more than a
polynomial in n. We refer to this feature of dense networks
as load distribution.
M.5 There exist constants ν2 ∈ (0, 1− 2ν1) and c1 > 0 such

that for any t ∈ N,

P
[

max
m∈[M ]

|Um(t)| > nν2
]
≤ e−c1n.

Multipoint connectivity ensures that users are connected
to overlapping sets of ANs in consecutive time slots. The
following property characterizes this behavior:
M.6 For any user u, constant ε > 0, and t ∈ N and for any set

M⊆Mu(t), |M| ≥ ε log n implies M∩Mu(t+ 1) 6=
∅.

In other words, we assume that for any set of Ω(log n) ANs
that a user is connected in a particular time slot, the user is
connected to at least one of these ANs in the next time slot.

We also make the following assumption which relates user
mobility with the physical proximity of an AN’s neighbors.
M.7 For any user u and t ∈ N and for any m ∈ Mu(t),

Vm ∩Mu(t+ 1) 6= ∅.
This assumption states that a user connected to an AN in
a particular time slot stays connected to at least one of the
neighbors of the AN in the next time slot.

D. User Receiver Modes

At any time, users can receive either cellular traffic or D2D
traffic. The mode of users’ receivers is denoted using the terms
Cell mode and D2D mode to indicate reception of cellular
traffic and D2D traffic respectively.

E. BS-AN-D2D Interference

A D2D link (Tx2 to Rx2) is much shorter than a direct
link from the BS to its intended receiver (Rx1 see Figure 1).
Thus, as is well known, simultaneous transmissions between
the BS to Rx1 and Tx2 to Rx2 is feasible as long as the
SIR requirements at both Rx1 and Rx2 are simultaneously
satisfied.1 In this paper, instead of specifying the physical

1 Indeed, recent architectures such as FlashLinQ [16], [17] focus on
practical signaling mechanisms in a D2D setting to exploit this phenomenon
for concurrently packing “long” and “short” links.

Fig. 1. Interference Model:
D2D links can reuse the chan-
nels used by the BS if they
do not interfere with BS trans-
mission. Here, the D2D link
Tx2 −Rx2 does not interfere
with BS-Rx1, but does inter-
fere with BS-Rx3.

interference model, we simply abstract this phenomenon via
exclusion sets. We assume that if the BS is transmitting to
an AN on a particular channel, then no D2D link which lies
within the AN’s footprint can use this channel. Let Su(t) be
the set of ANs with which user u’s D2D link can interfere.
M.8 We assume that for all u ∈ [n] and t ∈ N, |Su(t)| ≤ nν1 .2

D2D flows for User u can be scheduled on all channels
used by the BS other than those which are used to
transmit to ANs in Su(t).

Interference between different D2D transmissions depends on
the spatial distribution of users in the network. For simplicity,
we assume that this spatial distribution is captured by the user
mobility process and that the interference relationship between
different D2D flows is determined by (Mu(t))u∈[n].

M.9 At any time t, interference relationship between different
users is a function of (Mu(t))u∈[n].

F. Channel Statistics

We make the following assumptions regarding the distribu-
tion of channel rates across different transmitter-receiver pairs.

M.10 Rates of all channels are independent of each other
across time and transmitter-receiver pairs. They are also
identically distributed across time slots.

M.11 The rates of all channels are upper bounded by a constant
R ≥ 1.3 Moreover, for any m,m1,m2 ∈ [M ], j ∈ [n],
t ∈ N, u ∈ Um(t), the channel rates RBS−AN0,m,j (t),

RAN−ANm1,m2,j
(t), RAN−Um,u,j (t) have a probability mass on R

of at least q > 0. The rates from the BS to the users could
be lower due to hardware constraints and the location of
the users with respect to the BS. Let R0 ∈ (1, R) be
the maximum rate possible for BS to user links. For all
u ∈ [n], j ∈ [n], t ∈ N, the channel rates RBS−U0,u,j (t)

have a probability mass on R0 of at least q > 0.
M.12 The channel rates for D2D links are independent and

identically distributed across users, channels and time
slots.

G. Arrival Statistics

We model arrivals for cellular traffic as a Markov process
that satisfies the following assumptions.

2We use the same constant ν1 as in M.1 to indicate that the interference
set for D2D transmissions is not likely to be greater than that for AN
transmissions.

3All values of arrival and channel rates are specified in units of packets per
time slot.



TABLE I
NOTATION

Symbol Description

n Number of users
Number of OFDM Channels

M Number of ANs

d+ 1 Delay requirement of cellular packets

Vm Neighborhood set of AN m

Im Interference set of AN m

Mu(t) AN association set for user u at time t

Um(t) User association set for AN m at time t

RBS−U
0,u,j (t) Channel j’s rate from the BS to user u at time t

RBS−AN
0,m,j (t) Channel j’s rate from the BS to AN m at time t

RAN−AN
m1,m2,j

(t) Channel j’s rate from AN m1 to AN m2 at time t

RAN−U
m,u,j (t) Channel j’s rate from AN m to user u at time t

R Maximum service rate for any channel

q Probability mass of channels on R

Au(t) Arrival for user u at the BS at time t

ρ Load of the arrival vector A(t)

χu(t) Indicates mode of user u at time t

Qu(t) Queue of user u at the BS at time t

Ad
u(t) Packets of user u that arrived at the BS

at t− d− 1 but not delivered by time t

Qu,m(t) Queue of user u at AN m at time t

N̂ & n̂ Set & number of channels used by the ANs

JAN−AN
m1,m2 (t) Set of channels used by the BS at time t that cannot

be used for transmission from AN m1 to AN m2

JAN−U
m,u (t) Set of channels used by the BS at time t that cannot

be used for transmission from AN m to user u

JBS
u (t) Set of channels used by the BS at time t that cannot

be used for D2D transmission by user u

JAN
u (t) Set of channels used by ANs at time t that cannot

be used for D2D transmission by user u

M.13 The arrival vector for cellular traffic A(t) = (Au(t))u∈[n]
is a positive recurrent DTMC that satisfies the following
condition: there exists a ρ > 0 and a positive function
f2 : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) such that for any ε > 0 and t ∈ N,

P

[
1

n

n∑
u=1

Au(t)

R
> ρ+ ε

]
≤ e−f2(ε)n

We refer to the value ρ as the load of the arrival vector
A(t). It was shown in [15] that ρ < 1 is a necessary and
sufficient condition for throughput stability of the cellular
network queues (even without D2D traffic). Therefore, we
assume that ρ satisfies the stability condition ρ < 1.

M.14 For all users, arrivals in any given time slot are upper
bounded by nν3 , for some ν3 such that 2ν1+ν2+ν3 < 1.

M.15 Arrivals, channel rates and user mobility are independent
of each other.

III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION FRAMEWORK

We propose a scheduling policy that allocates two types of
resources to cellular and D2D flows – (a) Channel Access,

and (b) Receiver Access. D2D traffic is transmitted in an
opportunistic fashion by accessing only those system resources
unused by conventional cellular traffic. At the same time, the
policy seeks to optimize the resources allotted to cellular traffic
while satisfying the delay constraints so that a large fraction
of the resources can be utilized for D2D transmissions.

Channel Access: We propose a hierarchical architecture
for channel allocation in which priority is given to the BS,
ANs and D2D transmitters in that order. Specifically, the BS
is first allowed to schedule its transmissions on any of the n
available channels. The ANs then schedule their transmissions
on channels that do not interfere with BS or other AN
transmissions. Finally, D2D transmissions are restricted to
those channels which do not interfere with all BS and AN
links using the same channels. We do not specify the exact
scheduling policy to be used for channel allocation within ANs
or within D2D transmissions. Instead we consider the class of
all policies that allocate channels such that transmissions do
not interfere with each other.

Receiver Access: For scheduling receiver access at the
user devices, again, cellular traffic is prioritized over D2D
traffic. A user’s receiver switches to Cell mode whenever
the BS or some AN has some cellular packet scheduled for
delivery to the user.

The following sections describe the resource allocation
algorithm in detail.

In every time slot, events occur in the following sequence
1) Arrival of packets and association of users with ANs,
2) Resource scheduling and signaling at the MAC level,
3) Packet transmission, 4) Queue update.

A. Signaling Scheme

We now describe the signaling mechanism at the MAC level
that facilitates the implementation of the scheduling policy.
The following signaling scheme is adopted at the beginning
of any time slot t.

1) The BS allocates channels to transmit packets to ANs and
users. This information is communicated to the ANs and
users.

2) After receiving the BS channel allocation, according to
the available set of channels, the ANs choose an initial
set of users to transmit packets (Round I in Algorithm 2).
This information is communicated to the users.

3) The users who are scheduled to receive packets from
either the BS or the ANs switch to Cell mode and
send this information to the BS. The BS broadcasts this
information to all the ANs.

4) The ANs receive information about the user modes and
augment the set of users to transmit packets by choosing
more users from among those in the Cell mode through
a second round of channel allocation (Round II in Algo-
rithm 2).

5) The channel allocation decisions of the ANs is then
communicated to the users in D2D mode so that they
can make channel allocation decisions appropriately.



B. Resource Allocation at the BS

The number of packet arrivals for user u at time t is denoted
by Au(t). The BS maintains the state of each user by a sliding
window Wu(t; t − d) and an “overflow” queue Qu(t) (see
Figure III-B). The sliding window Wu(t; t − d), which is of
size d+1 time slots, stores the packets that arrived for the user
over the last d+1 time slots. At time t−1 it contains packets
arrived from t−d− 1 to t− 1. At the beginning of time t, all
packets that arrived at t−d−1 and have not yet been delivered
to user u are moved to the “overflow” queue Qu. The sliding
window is then shifted to the right (i.e., corresponds to the
time periods (t− d) to t). The new arrivals that occur at time
t are now appended to the sliding window (see Figure III-B).

In summary, the sliding window Wu(t; t − d) keeps track
of the packet arrivals over the time-interval [t − d, t] and
Qu contains those packets that arrived at the BS until (and
including) time slot t − d − 1 and have not reached their
destination by time t.

Fig. 2. State evolution at the BS: Arrivals in last d+1 time slots maintained
by the sliding window. Current sliding window is shown by solid lines. The
BS allocates channels to serve new arrivals and packets in the queue (shown
in blue).

The scheduling algorithm used for channel allocation at the
BS is given by Algorithm 1. At any time t, the BS sends packet
arrivals at time t ({Au(t)}u∈[n]) to multiple ANs to which the
user is connected. The BS transmits these packets only if they
can be received by multiple connected ANs. For each channel,
the user queue chosen for transmission on the channel and
the set of ANs to which the user’s packets are transmitted
on that channel is determined by appropriate weights given
in Algorithm 1. The weights are obtained through iterative
update of the queue lengths similar to the SSG algorithm
in [18]. If after forwarding all the current arrivals there are
channels left unallocated, it allocates them to transmit packets
from the queues {Qu}u∈[n] directly to the users. Again, for
each channel, the user queue that is chosen for transmission
is determined by weights computed through iterative updates
of queue lengths.

Let Adu(t) denote the number of packets of user u that
arrived at time t− d− 1 but could not reach their destination
by time t. Thus, the queue update equations at the BS are
given by

Qu(t) =
(
Qu(t− 1) +Adu(t)−RBS−U0,u,j (t)ΥBS−U

0,u,j (t)
)+
,

Algorithm 1 Resource Allocation at the BS at time t
Initialize AIu ← Au(t), QIu ← Qu(t) ∀1 ≤ u ≤ n, α← q

2 .
for j = 1 to n do

U ←

{
u ∈ [n] :

∣∣∣∣∣ arg max
m:m∈Mu(t)

RBS−AN0,m,j (t)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ α |Mu(t)|

}
if maxu∈U,m∈Mu(t)A

I
uR

BS−AN
0,m,j (t) > 0 then

Forward New Arrivals to ANs
Choose some

u∗ ∈ arg max
u∈U

AIu

(
max

m:m∈Mu(t)
RBS−AN0,m,j (t)

)
breaking ties arbitrarily and forward new arrivals of User u∗

to every AN m∗ ∈ arg max
m:m∈Mu∗ (t)

RBS−AN0,m,j (t) on Channel j.

Update variables:

AIu∗ ←
(
AIu∗ −RBS−AN0,m∗,j (t)

)+
.

else if maxuQ
I
uR

BS−U
0,u,j (t) > 0 then

Forward Old Packets to Users
Choose some

u∗ ∈ arg max
u∈[n]

QIuR
BS−U
0,u,j (t)

breaking ties in favor of the smaller user index and forward
old packets directly to User u∗ on Channel j.

Update variables:

QIu∗ ←
(
QIu∗ −RBS−U0,u∗,j (t)

)+
.

end if
end for

where ΥBS−U
0,u,j (t) = 1 if the BS allocates channel j to directly

transmit to user u and is equal to zero otherwise.

C. Resource Allocation at the ANs

Each AN maintains one queue for every user. The queue
length for user u at time t at AN m is given by Qu,m(t).
At any time, an AN stores packets of only those users who
are currently connected. All packets of users who are not
connected are discarded. Moreover, only packets that arrived
in the last d time slots are stored i.e., at time t for any user
u and AN m, Qu,m(t) consists of only those packets that
arrived at the BS after t − d. Since these queues store only
those packets that arrive in a period of d time slots and the
arrivals in any time slot are bounded by nν3 , the queue lengths
do not exceed dnν3 .

Scheduling at the ANs at any time t is given by Algorithm 2.
Packets at the ANs are either transmitted directly to users or to
neighboring ANs. Scheduling for transmission to users occurs
in two rounds. At time t, each AN first determines the set of
currently connected users who have packets that reach their
delay deadline in the next time slot, i.e., packets that arrived at
the BS at time slot t−d. Even though the selection of the users



is dependent on arrivals at time t−d, all packets in the queue
(even those that arrived after t − d) of the selected user are
scheduled for transmission depending on channel availability.
Channels are allocated to transmit packets of these users such
that the they do not affect the transmissions of the BS or
nearby ANs (determined by the interference sets described in
Section II-B). Let J AN−ANm,m1

(t) and J AN−Um,u (t) be the set of
channels used by the BS that cannot be used by AN m to
transfer packets to a neighboring AN m1 and a connected
user u respectively. According to these restrictions, channels
are allocated to ANs from a small set N̂ of n̂ channels.
Specifically, this set is given by N̂ = {n, n−1, . . . , n−n̂+1}.
n̂ is chosen such that it is ω(nν2+2ν1+ν3) but o(n).

The users who are scheduled for reception from either the
BS or the ANs in the first round switch their receiver to
Cell Mode. For user u, χu(t) is equal to 1 if the user is in
Cell mode and 0 otherwise. This information is communicated
to all ANs. Based on this information, a second round of
channel allocation is made for each AN to transmit all packets
of connected users in the Cell mode. The second round of
scheduling helps in transmitting as many stored packets as
possible to users in the Cell mode (subject to availability of
channels) so that the users can operate in the D2D mode in
other time slots, thus optimizing the receiver access time for
the D2D flows.

The packets of all other connected users are scheduled for
transmission to all neighboring ANs. This is to ensure, in
the event of user movement and change of AN associations,
that the packets of the mobile user is always present at some
connected AN.

Algorithm 2 Resource Allocation at the ANs at time t
Forward Packets to Users
Round I:
Initialize U ′m ← {u ∈ Um(t) : Au(t− d) > 0} ∀m ∈ [M ],
J Uu,m ← N̂ \ J AN−Um,u (t) ∀u ∈ U ′m, ∀m ∈ [M ].
Allocate channels to Qu,m(t) from J Uu,m ∀u ∈ U ′m, ∀m ∈
[M ] according to feasible set determined by the AN inter-
ference graph.
Round II:
Initialize U ′′m ← {u ∈ Um(t) : χu(t) = 1} \ U ′m ∀m ∈ [M ],
J Uu,m ← N̂ \ J AN−Um,u (t) ∀u ∈ U ′′m, ∀m ∈ [M ].
Allocate channels to Qu,m(t) from J Uu,m ∀u ∈ U ′′m, ∀m ∈
[M ] according to feasible set determined by the AN inter-
ference graph and the channels allocated in Round I.
Forward Packets to Neighboring ANs
Initialize QI,ANm,m1

←
∑
u∈Um(t)\(U ′m∪U ′′m)Qu,m(t),

J ANm,m1
← N̂ \ J AN−ANm,m1

(t) ∀m1 ∈ Vm.
Allocate channels to QI,ANm,m1

from J ANm,m1
∀m,m1 ∈ [M ]

according to feasible set determined by the AN interference
graph and the channels allocated for user transmissions in
Round I and II.

Remark 1. Although, in this paper, we present a centralized
channel allocation algorithm for the ANs, we note that it is

possible to design distributed channel allocation algorithms in
the same framework and provide similar performance guar-
antees. One approach to designing such distributed channel
allocation is through graph coloring algorithms. A compre-
hensive summary of distributed graph coloring algorithms can
be found in [19].

D. Resource Allocation for D2D Communication

We do not specify the exact scheduling policy to be used for
D2D transmissions. Instead, we consider the class of schedul-
ing policies that allocate channels for D2D transmissions such
that they do not interfere with BS and AN transmissions. Let
J BSu (t) and J ANu (t) denote the set of channels that cannot
be used by a user u in D2D mode at time t due to their usage
by the BS and the ANs respectively. Any channel allotted to
user u must be from the set [n] \

(
J BSu (t) ∪ J ANu (t)

)
.

IV. THEORETICAL GUARANTEES

We now present analytical results that give asymptotic
performance guarantees for the proposed resource allocation
framework as the network size n grows large. Detailed proofs
for the theorems presented in this section can be found in
[20]. We give delay guarantees for cellular traffic when the
arrivals are within the stability region ρ < 1. As mentioned in
Section III-C, the size of the channel set used by the ANs is
given by

∣∣∣N̂ ∣∣∣ = n̂.

A. Delay Guarantee for Cellular Traffic

The following result gives a probabilistic bound on the total
number of packets not delivered to their destination within
d + 1 time slots. Specifically, it shows that all packets that
arrive in a particular time slot are delivered to the destination
through the ANs within d + 1 time slots with exponentially
high probability.

Theorem 1. There exists a constant c3 > 0 such that, for
n large enough and for any t ∈ N, P

[∑n
u=1A

d
u(t) > 0

]
≤

e−c3n̂.

Proof Outline. The proof mainly relies on concentration re-
sults with scaling network size. Consider arrivals to the BS
at time t− d− 1. We can show (see [20] for details) that all
these arrivals can be forwarded by the BS to ANs connected
to the users with high probability using a constant fraction of
the available channels (depending on the arrival load ρ). Note
that the BS forwards packets only if they can be received by
multiple connected ANs. This ensures (by M.6) that even if
the destination user moves in the next time slot, it is still
connected to at least one of the ANs that received its packets.

In the subsequent d − 1 time slots, the ANs connected to
the user store the user’s packets and relay them to neighboring
ANs. In the event of change in user-AN association due to
mobility, the relaying ensures that some AN connected to the
user always has the users’ packets (by M.7). This is possible
only if the ANs are allocated sufficient number of channels to
relay the packets to multiple ANs. We show ([20, Lemma 7])
that this can be achieved with high probability as the network



size increases. Since the BS requires only a constant fraction
of the channels, with increasing number of channels, all the
n̂ = o(n) channels can be used by the ANs for transmission. In
addition, due to high spatial reuse among the ANs (M.1) and
load distribution across the ANs (M.5) with increasing network
size, it is possible to allocate channels to serve packets at all
ANs without causing interference at nearby ANs.

Finally, at time t − 1, the packets are forwarded to the
destination users and reach the users at the beginning of time
slot t. By the same reasoning as above, sufficient number of
channels can be allocated to forward all scheduled packets to
users. Thus, with high probability, all packets reach the user
through the AN relays within d+ 1 time slots without the BS
requiring to serve them directly to the user.

B. Stability and Queue Length of BS Queues

As in [15], we give stability and maximum queue length
guarantees for the the buffers at the BS. The process
{Z(t)}t∈N defined as

Z(t) :=
(
Au(t), Qu(t− 1), (Qu,m(t− 1))m∈[M ],Mu(t)

)
u∈[n]
(1)

is an irreducible, aperiodic DTMC. This follows from assump-
tions M.4, M.10, M.13 and the fact that the scheduling policy
at any time depends only on current queue lengths, arrivals,
user-AN associations and channel rates. By stability, we mean
positive recurrence of this DTMC. In addition to stability, we
show a positive rate function for the maximum queue length
at the BS. Since the queues at the ANs store only packets that
arrived in d time slots, Qu,m(t) ≤ dnν3 for all u,m, t.

Theorem 2. The process {Z(t)}t∈N is positive recurrent. Let
Pπ denote the probability measure under stationarity. Then for
any integer b ≥ 0,

c4 := lim inf
n→∞

−1

(b+ 1)n̂
log

(
Pπ
[
max
i∈[n]

Qi(0) > b

])
> 0.

The proof of this theorem is fairly straightforward given the
result from Theorem 1 and omitted for the sake of brevity.

C. Achievable Rates for D2D Traffic

The scheduling policy allocates resources to the D2D traffic
on an opportunistic basis making use of resources that are not
used by the cellular traffic. Therefore, it is useful to understand
the best rates that can be guaranteed for the D2D flows. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling policy
with respect to the D2D flows, we compare the achievable
rates and capacity region for the D2D flows in two scenarios:

1) When the network has no cellular traffic,
2) When the network has cellular traffic with delay con-

straints d + 1 which is scheduled according to the pro-
posed resource allocation policy.

Achievable rates and capacity are defined in terms of
average service rates offered to users under stationarity. We
note that stationarity here is well defined. Since the D2D
channel rate process is i.i.d. across time (M.12), the system

evolution can be represented by the user mobility process{
(Mu(t))u∈[n]

}
in the absence of cellular traffic. In the

presence of cellular traffic, it can be represented using the
process {Z(t)} defined by (1). Both the processes are positive
recurrent DTMCs. We use the notation Eπ[·] and Eπ0

[·] to
denote the mean under stationarity in the presence and absence
of cellular traffic respectively.

Definition 3 (D2D Capacity Region without Cellular Traffic).
In the absence of cellular traffic, the triplet (R, T, ñ) ∈ Rn×
N × N is said to be achievable if, with a total of ñ channels
in the system, there exists a D2D scheduling policy (possibly
randomized) such that the mean D2D rate offered to the users
by the scheduling policy averaged across T time slots is at
least R, i.e., if RDu (t) is the rate offered to user u by the
scheduling policy and RD(t) = (RDu (t))u∈[n], then

Eπ0

[
1

T

T∑
t=1

RD(t)

]
≥ R.

The D2D capacity region without cellular traffic C0(T, ñ) is
the closure of the set of all R ∈ Rn such that triplet (R, T, ñ)
is achievable in the absence of cellular traffic.

Definition 4 (D2D Capacity Region with Cellular Traffic).
In the presence of cellular traffic with delay constraints
d + 1 and scheduled according to Algorithms 1 and 2, the
triplet (R, T, ñ) ∈ Rn × N × N is said to be achievable
if, with a total of ñ channels in the system, there exists a
D2D scheduling policy (possibly randomized) in the proposed
resource allocation framework such that the mean D2D rate
offered to the users by the scheduling policy averaged across
T time slots is at least R, i.e., if RDu (t) is the rate offered to
user u by the scheduling policy and RD(t) = (RDu (t))u∈[n],
then

Eπ

[
1

T

T∑
t=1

RD(t)

]
≥ R.

The D2D capacity region with cellular traffic Cd(T, ñ) is the
closure of the set of all R ∈ Rn such that triplet (R, T, ñ)
is achievable in the presence of cellular traffic with delay
constraints d+ 1.

Note that in the presence of cellular traffic, any scheduling
policy in the proposed framework can allocate to D2D traffic
only those resources not utilized by the BS and the ANs for
cellular traffic. Cellular flows compete with D2D flows for
resources in two respects – channel access and receiver access.
To evaluate the D2D performance that can be achieved under
the proposed framework from the standpoint of channel access
alone, we present the following lemma. It shows that even with
shared spectrum, n− o(n) channels are accessible to all users
in the D2D mode.

Lemma 5. Suppose that the users had separate receivers for
cellular and D2D traffic. Then, for any ε > 0, for n large
enough and ∀ d, T ∈ N,

Cd(T, n) ⊇ C0(T, n(1− ε))− ε1.



Proof Outline. We bound the number of channels that cannot
be scheduled for D2D flow of any user u ∈ [n]. Since the ANs
use only o(n) channels, for large enough n, it is sufficient to
consider the channels used by the BS that cannot be used for
D2D transmission. We show that this number is not very large
because of load distribution (M.5) and spatial reuse (M.8) .
The result then follows since the D2D channel rates are i.i.d.
across different channels (M.12).

Thus, if the receivers were capable of simultaneously receiv-
ing both types of traffic, the D2D capacity region with cellular
traffic is close to the capacity region with D2D traffic alone.
The following theorem gives an evaluation of the proposed
solution with respect to both spectrum and receiver time
allocation. It shows that, for n large enough, the D2D capacity
with cellular traffic is close to 1 − 1

d factor of the capacity
without cellular traffic.

Theorem 6. Let T = O(nν4) for some constant ν4 ∈ (0, 1)
and ε > 0. For any d ∈ N, for n large enough,

Cd(T, n) ⊇
(

1− 1

d

)
C0(T, n(1− ε))− ε1.

Proof Outline. Given the result in Lemma 5, the crux of the
proof lies in showing that the “loss” in D2D capacity due
to reception of cellular traffic is at most 1

dC0(T, n(1 − ε)) +
ε1. We show that with high probability, a user switches to
Cell mode at most once in d time slots. If the times at which
these events occur are independent of the user mobility, the
result easily follows by M.9 since the rates obtained by the
users in the D2D mode depends only on the channel rates and
the interference between users. For each user, we construct a
random sequence of time slots which are determined by the
arrival process of the cellular traffic for that user and show
that, in time interval [1, T ] this sequence of time slots is equal
to the times at which the user switches to Cell mode with
high probability. By M.15, this sequence is independent of
user mobility and D2D channel rates. Thus the rate obtained
is, with high probability, equal to the rate obtained if the actual
time slots were equal to these random times. Bounds on the
maximum possible rate enables us to extend this result to the
mean average rate.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the joint problem of channel allo-
cation and receiver time allocation to device-to-device (D2D)
flows and conventional cellular flows in a dense network
setting. Our analysis shows that it is possible to offer high rates
to D2D flows even while prioritizing delay sensitive cellular
flows. The key to achieving this performance comes from two
factors. One is reuse of spectrum used by the BS for cellular
flows. The other is appropriate scheduling of receiver access
times. This can be achieved by intelligent packing of cellular
transmissions to users across time slots so as to maximize their
receiver time for D2D flows.
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